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Julian has been with Peer Legal since its inception, having spent a number of years with Norton Gledhill.
As a respected Employment and Commercial Litigation specialist, Julian has a wealth of experience across
general commercial contractual and consumer law disputes; partnership and shareholder actions; alleged
breach of trustee and director’s duties; unfair dismissal and adverse action claims. In taking up the role of
Managing Associate Julian is keen to engage with other members of the Peer Legal team in the pursuit of
responsive, contemporary solutions for clients and foster the development of Peer Legal’s junior lawyers.
He will also continue to build meaningful commercial relationships with a range of well-serviced clients.
Katerina joined Peer Legal in 2018, having previously worked with firms including Herbert Smith Freehills
and Norton Gledhill. She has worked across a broad range of commercial practice areas and has particular
expertise in mergers and acquisitions, intellectual property and technology law. As Managing Associate
Katerina is looking forward to continuing to provide exceptional service and outcomes for Peer Legal’s
clients, whilst also sharing her experience and insights with the broader Peer Legal team.
Peer Legal Managing Principal Peter Moran said, “Katerina and Julian are integral to our firm. They
continually work to enhance their knowledge and skills as legal practitioners and bring this back to their
colleagues and clients in a myriad of ways. I am so pleased to acknowledge their continuing successes and
to congratulate them on this promotion.”
About Peer legal
Established 2017.
Delivers best-in-class commercial, responsive
and innovative legal services across nine key
practice areas.
A first-rate team, comprised of a flexible and
dedicated community of experts.
Focus on using technology and other tools to
disrupt and improve legal practice.

Offer aligned pricing and operate a paperless
practice - with (almost) all documents executed
online
A member of the Law Institute of Victoria;
Intellectual Property Society of Australia; auDA
(Australian Domain Name Administrator);
International Association of Privacy Professionals
and the Australasian Cyber Law Institute.
Based in Victoria with clients and associates
across Australia and the world.
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